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NYU Global Programs Course Evaluation Demographic Data Reporting Guide 

NYU Global Programs courses are evaluated using the services of Gap Technologies, Inc. (Onlinecourseevaluations.com and SmartEvals.com are 

both products of Gap Technologies, Inc.)   

Each semester demographic data is included on students so that this data can be used for further data analysis 
when reviewing evaluation results.  This data includes a student’s school, major, second major, minor, GPA, 
gender, race, etc. Some of these fields can be shown on individual reports so that you can drill down to see what 
certain kind of students answered.  For instance, how did visiting students rate a course as compared to Stern 
students?  Did juniors answer differently than freshmen? Some of these data fields are too varied for the system to 
handle in individual reporting.  Most notably the major field cannot be turned on to filter individual reports directly 
in SmartEvals because there are simply too many possible majors.  It is possible however to export this data into 
Excel and filter there. (see end of guide). 

How to filter results by a student’s school and/or class year 

These instructions assume you know how to navigate the system and find results. For more basic instructions see 
the Smart Evals Reporting Guide 

1. On an individual report screen or a department level report screen, click the “Change columns” 

link in the upper right. 

 
 

2. On the next screen scroll all the way to the right to add questions.  Select “Static text 1” to add 

student’s school and/or “class year” to add student’s year. Then select either “save 

permanently” or “use until logout” 

 
 

 

 

 

3. Student’s school and class year will now appear at the bottom of the quantitative results.  To 

drill down and see how a specific group of students answered, click on the percentage for the 
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column you are interested in. 

 
 

School code translations: GA: Graduate Arts & Sciences, SA: Visiting, SG: Grad Gallatin, UA: CAS, 

UB: Stern, UC: SCPS, UE: Steinhardt, UF: LSP UG: Gallatin, UH: Abu Dhabi, US: Silver, UT: Tisch, 

SOAS: SOAS (only in London), UN: Nursing. 

 

To filter for class year, gender, or a different school follow the same steps.  If you would like to 

see data separated by major, you will need to export data and do the analysis in excel. 

Directions are on the next page. 
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How to export results with a student’s primary major 

Before using this feature, remember you are already able to filter by the question: “I took this 

course to satisfy…”  Selecting Major to this question on the course evaluation report may 

answer your question.  If not… 

 

1. Select export raw data from the drop down menu at the top 

 
2. Select your desired department/instructor, etc. and then select the custom version of the 

export at the bottom of the type of export menu: 

 
3. Select the columns you want to appear in your export, such as student major, short question 

text, answer value, etc. 

 
4. Exporting using Tab as the delimiter will allow you to most easily open up the file in excel, 

then you can perform further analysis with the exported raw data. 

 


